VISITING QATAR SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY PARK
This pamphlet explains how to arrange your visit, directions to QSTP,
and what to do once you arrive.

ARRANGING YOUR VISIT
QSTP is not a public site, and visits must be arranged in advance.
On arrival to QSTP gatehouse visitors will be required to present a valid photo ID.
(Qatar ID, Qatar driving license, Company ID or Passport)
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DIRECTIONS
From the Corniche,
1. Take Khalifa St. to Education City (via Al Luqta St., Al Markhiya roundabout
and Immigration Flyover).
2. At tilted/sloping roundabout turn right
3. At the ﬁrst roundabout (Gharrafa) make a U-turn
4. Take the second right, which is the entrance to QSTP
5. After clearing the gatehouse, go straight ahead to the appropriate car park

ON ARRIVAL
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ON SITE
QSTP is a secure site and visitors will be provided access only to certain
designated zones. To see the full QSTP site it would be necessary to arrange
this in advance with your host.
On arrival you will be provided with a map of the QSTP site, which will provide
details of amenities such as cafes, washrooms and prayer rooms.

ABOUT QSTP
QSTP is a home for technology-based companies from around the world, and
an incubator of start-up enterprises. We provide premises, services and support
programs that help organisations to develop and commercialise their technology.
With us at Qatar Foundation are campuses of Carnegie Mellon, Texas A&M, Weill
Cornell and other leading universities. Among our first proud members are EADS,
ExxonMobil, GE, Microsoft, Shell and Total.
By bringing research and business together, QSTP is spurring the development
of Qatar’s knowledge economy.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR VISIT
Please call +974 4454 7070 for any assistance or e-mail info@qstp.org.qa

